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Report on the visit of Peter Rozemond, board member of Lusulu Foundation, 
The Netherlands, to Lusulu High School (LHS) and Lusulu Primary School (LPS) 
Period: Mon 9 July –Thu 12 July 2012 
 
 
A. OBJECTIVES  

 
Following were the objectives of the visit for both LHS and 
LPS:  
1. To strengthen relationships through informal visits; 
2. To familiarize with the state of the art in terms of 

construction developments and water supply; 
3. To attend lessons; 
4. To engage with students through cooking, Temba 

Award and athletics (running); 
5. To table a few questions from the Lusulu Foundations 

for consideration.   
Accompanying friends: Maderike van Domburg, Irina 
Scheer, Tara Scheer 
 
 
B. SUMMARY OF EVENTS 
 
9 July Late arrival at the guesthouse 
10 July Meeting with acting deputy headmaster of LHS, Mr Methuli Ndlovu; 

Visit to the police office; 
Interact with students in their classroom blocks; 
Tour over the campus; 
Visit to LPS; 
Visit to the village; 
Cooking session at the girls’ dormitory. 

11 July Attending Assembly Ceremony; 
Brief meeting with teaching staff; 
Brief meeting with acting headmaster of LHS, Mr Lizwe Mudimba; 
Attending a lesson at LHS (Irina & Peter) and at LPS (Tara & Maderike); 
Further meeting with acting headmaster, Mr Lizwe Mudimba; 
Meeting with the headmaster of LPS, Mr Friday Mudimba and members of the School 
Development Committee (SDC) at LPS; 
Informal meeting with chairman of the School Development Committee (SDC) at LHS; 
Award Ceremony for the Temba Award 2012; 
Informal get-together with Lizwe Mudimba and his wife at the guesthouse. 

12 July Running clinic with boys from LHS; 
Farewell and departure 

 
 
C. REPORT 
 
9 July 2012 
 
Late arrival at the guesthouse 
We arrived from Harare at the guesthouse on Monday evening at 11:30pm 
(after a 10-hours journey). The guesthouse was enriched with a veranda. 
It was built by students and nearly finished as only flooring was left to be 
done. Inside the house was dusty as expected. Not very welcoming. 
Bedding was not enough (it was very cold) and an extra matrass + blanket 
would have been convenient. An extra hook for a mosquito net as well. 
We didn´t use anything from the groceries in the storage except for a 
package of overdue fruit biscuits. Two more plastic boxes for the blankets 
would be recommendable. 
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10 July 2012 
 
Meeting with acting deputy headmaster of LHS 
While the acting headmaster was still on his way back from Bulawayo (to be back the next day), where 
he had attended sports activities (?) of LHS students, we were welcomed by the acting deputy 
headmaster Mr Methuli Ndlovu. In return we expressed greetings from the board of the Lusulu 
Foundation. Next, we discussed the objectives and programme for the visit. Mr Ndlovu explained that 
students were writing their midyear exams this week and part of next week. 
Mr Ndlovu mentioned that a girl from LHS, Faith Moyo, had won gold and silvers medals in athletics 
(200m and 400m). The 400m she had done in 58 seconds – amazingly fast. 
 
Visit to the police office 
After this, we went to the police to be introduced to a new Constable, who welcomed the delegation 
and promised to protect them during their stay. He then resumed all the challenges the station was 
facing, in particular the lack of transportation to do proper on site crime investigations.  
 
Interact with students in their classroom blocks 
Back at the campus, we had discussions with students who were sitting in their classrooms without 
teachers being around. We read in their textbooks and exercise books. Although we spoke with them 
in smaller groups they were still pretty shy. 
 
Tour over the campus 
After lunch Mr Ndlovu accompanied us in a tour over the campus. We noticed that the cracks in the 
walls of the René Huigens classroom block had been repaired and the broken windows replaced. It 
can be concluded that school management shows having an interest in 
maintenance.  
With regard to the blown off roof of the agriculture lab we were told that 
the nails to fix the trusses to the beams had been too short. Hence, the 
sink and the trusses had been blown of (not only the sink). It was now 
replaced with new sink whereby longer and more nails were used. The 
longer nails were also applied at the new Home Economics block. Sink 
sheets here have a different profile. The agriculture block is equipped with 
furniture although this was temporarily moved to other classrooms to serve 
the writing of the midyear exams. 
The Home Economics block was nearing completion. Walls were plastered and roof finished. Students 
were helping out by bringing sand and stones into the inside and builders were levelling this out to 
prepare for flooring. Everything needed to finish this block is present, even the paint. It is expected that 
the building will be operational soon for Fashion & Fabrics, Food & Nutrition and Home Deco.   

While proceeding over the terrain, we made a remark about small pieces of asbestos still laying 
around in the sand. Mr Ndlovu explained that there had been action to clear the campus from those 
pieces of asbestos. We suggested to repeat such action and burry these 
pieces in a hole in the ground as in the long run (15-20 years) asbestos 
fibres can cause lung cancer. 
The school plans to locate a school garden between the Home 
Economics Block and the girls’ dormitory. 
Upon arrival at the girls’ dormitory we noticed that these are overcrowded 
with girls (150 girls are sleeping in 5 rooms). There are no beds. Here 
one can see a backlog in maintenance as there were broken windows 
and lights missing. A second dorm is almost ready. This new building is Fig 3  

Projected school garden site 

Fig 2 Home Economics Block nearing completion 

Fig 1 New roof on Agri Lab  
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bigger and compartmented in twelve (?) smaller bedrooms, six on each side of the hallway. Within a few 
weeks Alex will do the wiring to finish electricity and then the dorm can become operational. This will be 
a great relieve. Ideal would be to provide approx. 80 bunk beds for the two dorms. 
 
The tour was completed by visiting the previously cracked water tanks. A solid stone construction was 
raised for the two tanks. One tank was repaired and operational. It is planned to repair the second one 
soonest and to place it next to the other one. 

 
Visit to LPS 
After the tour Mr Ndlovu accompanied the Dutch delegation to the LPS where they met with Edward 
Munsake, teacher at LPS. Mr Munsake showed the delegation around at the school and showed them 
the teachers’ cottage. It was agreed that Maderike van Domburg and Tara Scheer would attend 
lessons the next morning and that Peter Rozemond would have a meeting the next day in the 
afternoon with the School Development Committee (SDC). 
 
Visit to Lusulu village 
After the visit to the LPS Mr Ndlovu showed the Dutch delegation the developments which are on-
going in the village centre. New shops are being opened, where others are still under construction. 
Also a new church is being built and one of the former buildings of the Tetse Department is now in use 
as offices for birth certificates, passports, etcetera, so that the villagers don’t need to travel long 
distances anymore to get these documents arranged for. 
 
Cooking session at the girls’ dormitory 
At 5pm, Mrs Bonani Ngwenya, the female teacher supervising the girls’ 
dormitory, introduced the Dutch delegation to the matron and the (150) 
girls at the dorms. At their kitchen a cooking session took place whereby 
the delegation showed the girls how to make an Italian meal and one girl 
made sadza for the delegation. This girl was then offered to eat from the 
Italian meal. It was a lot of fun. 
  
 
11 July 2012 
 
Attending Assembly Ceremony 
Early in the morning, the delegation attended the assembly ceremony which takes place every 
Wednesday morning. The national hymn was sung very well and the teacher in charge introduced 
three students to speak on the value of education. After this the headmaster welcomed the visitors 
from the Netherlands and did some announcements. Peter Rozemond then addresses the students by 
saying that he was moved by the singing (well done!) because it showed pride and eagerness to build 
the nation. He felt inspired by the topic that the students had addressed, also because he is engaged 
in lifelong learning himself. He then said he had heart that a female student had run 400 meters in 58 
seconds. Unfortunately the girl was not present at the time. Peter Rozemond said sports was very 
important and invited interested students for a running clinic the next morning. 
Maderike van Domburg said she felt very welcome and that she appreciated to be in Lusulu. Also, that 
she had really enjoyed the cooking at the girls´ dorms the previous evening. 
 
Brief meeting with teaching staff 
After the ceremony the headmaster invited the delegation to meet with the teachers. This was a short 
meeting to introduce the delegation to the teachers and visa versa. 
 

Fig 4 New structure for water tanks 
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Brief meeting with acting headmaster of LHS, Mr Lizwe Mudimba 
Next we met with the headmaster. He welcomed the delegation and apologized for not being present 
at the first day of our visit. He wasn´t aware of the arrival date. He said he might have missed some 
text messages after he had lost his phone on his way to Binga recently. In return we brought greetings 
and words of appreciation from the Lusulu Foundation. After this we briefly discussed our program for 
the second day. 
 
Attending a lesson at LHS (Irina & Peter) and at LPS (Tara & Maderike) 
Next, Tara and Maderike went to the primary school to attend lessons in grade 6, whilst Irina and 
Peter joined English classes at the high school.  
At LPS, it appeared that the visit had not been communicated. However, after half an hour a group of 
children was formed and engaged in maths both plenary and in breakaway groups. Following this, 
Tara did Trinominos and Halli galli (‘The game with the Bell’). Tara enjoyed it very much as the 
children were constantly calling her to join their group.  
In the English lesson at LHS, given by Mrs Edright Ncube, the students were challenged to engage in 
a role play. They had to argue with their parents on an chosen issue. Also, they had to discuss a poem 
about a lion who was bothered by flies. Although the lion is very powerful, the flies outnumber him and 
in the end there is nothing he can do!  
Irina appreciated the interaction between teacher and students and felt it was fun doing the role play. 
After the lesson Peter Rozemond gave some feedback on the lessons to Mrs Ncube, which she 
appreciated.  
 
Further meeting with acting headmaster, Mr Lizwe Mudimba 
Next Peter Rozemond met in a one-on-one with the headmaster. The following issues were discussed. 

1. School Development Plan 
The headmaster explained that in his vision the School Development Plan should contain the following 
topics. 

a. Construction: the initial plan for the completion of the school (1-pager with number of buildings 
at the campus) is still valid.  

b. Capacity building: 
− to update teachers on new methods, changes in the curriculum and computer science; 
− to empower newly appointed teachers, who have been trained in the city,  

 to familiarize them with customs of the local communities and make them more 
comfortable in a rural environment; 

 to provide them with a code of conduct that will help them to deal with indiscipline, 
enhance appreciation for the school systems amongst parents and  

 to encourage them to engage in intervision and teambuilding; 
− to offer career counselling to untrained (unqualified) teachers. (Some consider teaching a 

temporarily job, which they then practise for 20 years. They’d better made a firm decision 
so that the school could have invested in them.) 

c. Community involvement: 
− to organise meetings for parents to discuss (the importance of) education for their children; 
− to offer adult learning between 3pm and 5pm for small groups of 15 people who dropped 

out of school because they couldn’t pay the school fees or for other reasons (‘fixers’).  

2. Post-graduation Careers Survey  
Peter Rozemond asked the headmaster if he knew what happened to the students after graduation. 
The headmaster said that currently no information on that was available, however, he would much like 
to have this surveyed. The results of such research could serve the school with the necessary 
feedback for the planning or re-planning of the curriculum. ‘How can we prepare our students better for 
entrepreneurship, their jobs, dealing with unemployment, further education of running a household.’ A 
constraint would be the tracing of the students. The idea was discussed to hand out a letter to all 
graduates late December to inform them about the upcoming survey (after one year) and to encourage 
them keep the school informed about their whereabouts at that time. This could be possibly be done 
via e-mail of via a simple formular. This way we would maybe reach only a small number of post-
graduates but it would be a start. The survey could possibly be carried out with the assistance of 
Dutch students in anthropology. 

3. Communications 
We discussed communications between the school and the foundation. The headmaster said he was 
to improve on that and excused himself by saying he had re-appointed as the acting headmaster only 
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two months ago. The school is considering a subscription to the internet either via First Tell or Power 
Tell. 
By the way, the position of headmaster of LHS is advertised and Mr Lizwe Mudimba, needs to send in 
a letter to apply for the job in competition with others. He expects to be formally appointed by January 
2013 as his competitors do not have a degree (but you never know).  

4. Buildings / construction works 
We also discussed  the blown off roof of the agrilab (see above), the furniture for the agrilab (present 
but now in use in other classrooms for the writing of the exams), the progress at the Home Economics 
Block (ready in a few weeks and fully operational per January 2013 at the latest), the water supply 
(see above), the girls dormitory (see above). 
The headmaster said the LHS was no longer working with Hezekiel Gumbo as they were not satisfied 
with his service. (Peter Rozemond tried to contact him later in Bulawayo, without success.) 

5. Next visit of Lusulu Foundation 
Peter Rozemond said that Elzelien van Duijn and René Huigens were planning a visit to Lusulu in 
February/March 2013 and asked the headmaster to come up with questions or suggestions for their 
programme.  
 
Meeting with the headmaster of LPS, Mr Friday Mudimba and members of the School 
Development Committee (SDC) at LPS 
Next, a meeting took place at LPS with members of the School Development Committee (SDC) of the 
LPS. Attendees: Friday Mudimba (headmaster), Ennes Muleya (vice chairlady), Romeo Mugande 
(secretary) and Edward Munsaka (teachers’ representative).  
After words of welcome and greetings from the Netherlands, the headmaster explained that the LPS 
had sent in quotations for a water survey and for the drilling of a borehole. However, after that they 
had found a supplier who was able to do both under the condition that the cost of a failing drilling 
would be borne by the supplier until water was found. This supplier is a friend of Mr Gumbo. The 
company’s name is Odas, trading as ZNK Drillers. Peter Rozemond asked the SDC if they had this 
guarantee in writing, which was not the case. Peter Rozemond then said that the Lusulu Foundation 
would need written prove of this arrangement mid-September at the latest. The Foundation could then 
decide in its October meeting.  
The SDC members then argued that it was already agreed to do the drilling in the first half year of 
2012 and a second teacher’s cottage in the second part of 2012. Peter Rozemond then made a phone 
call to the René Huigens, secretary of the Lusulu Foundation in The Netherlands. Based on this call, 
Peter Rozemond could convey good and bad news. The bad news being that an application for the 
funding of the second teachers’ cottage at the Netherlands Embassy in Harare was rejected. The 
Lusulu Foundation needs to find new avenues the secure funding for this project. The good news is 
that the Lusulu Foundation did the payment for the drilling two weeks ago, so the drilling should now 
start any moment. Payment was done to Mr Hezekiel Gumbo. (Amount paid: US$ 17,200.) 
New telephone number of Friday Mudimba: 077 9992432 (old number ending at 807 is no longer 
active). 
 
Informal meeting with chairman of the School Development Committee (SDC) at LHS 
The chairman of the SDC had been informed of the presence of the Dutch delegation and had come to 
the school. He said the SDC would have a meeting the next day and he invited the delegation to join. 
Peter Rozemond said that unfortunately the delegation was due to depart the next morning.  
 
Award Ceremony for the Temba Award 2012 
At 5.30pm the delegation went to the huts of the boys. After Peter 
Rozemond had given a brief introduction of the history and goal of the 
Temba Award, Maderike, Irina and Tara elaborated on their assessment 
criteria (quality of the construction, cosiness of the interior and proper 
functioning of the door). They then visited every hut, where after the first 
price (20$), the second prices (5$) and the third price (1$) were issued. A 
drawing – made by Tara – was also awarded for display in or on the hut. 
Picture of the three winners were taken. 
 
Informal get-together with Lizwe Mudimba and his wife at the guesthouse 
Later that evening Lizwe Mudimba and his wife (Cathy) visited the guesthouse for a glass of wine. We 
learnt that Lusulu is still surrounded by anti-personnel mines from the seventies. The landmines are 
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laid in circles around big trees as the enemy would normally seek cover behind them. A demining 
program is in progress but about to stop.  
 
12 July 2012 
 
Running clinic with boys from LHS 
The next morning at 6am, Peter Rozemond did a running clinic with seven boys from LHS. After 
running lessons (stretching, tripling, knee lifting, accelerating, etc) we ran 5 km at different speeds. 
This was interrupted by technical advice on foot landing, how to deal with cramp, drinking and eating 
during endurance runs, etc. 
Unfortunately, Faith Moyo, the gold and silver medal winner, could not attend because of the exams 
she had to write. Peter Rozemond failed to show up at an agreed alternative time without giving her 
notice. (After reading this paragraph, maybe the headmaster is willing to convey apologies to the girl 
on Peter’s behalf.) 
 
Farewell and departure 
Before departure Mrs Ncube (English) came to the guesthouse to say goodbye. She gave her phone 
number and invited Peter Rozemond on WhatsApp. Later on some messages from her were received 
through this channel, meaning that she has internet on her smartphone.  
At the administration block the delegation said their ‘see you next times’ and at 9am they left. 
 
 
D. EVALUATION OF THE OBJECTIVES OF THE VISIT  
 
1. To strengthen relationships through informal visits 
The visit was appreciated on both sides. These visits are important in addition to written 
communications. 
2. To familiarize with the state of the art in terms of construction developments and water supply 
Construction is on-going at the LHS (Home Economics & Girls’ Dorms nearly finished). It was good to 
be able to call to the secretary of the Lusulu Foundation and to resolve LPS issues w.r.t. teachers 
cottage and borehole on the spot. 
3. To attend lessons 
Highly enjoyed, educational and contributing to a better understanding. 
4. To engage with students through cooking, Temba Award and athletics (running) 
Very successful as far as we understood. 
5. To table a few questions from the Lusulu Foundations for consideration 
The questions were tabled and future will tell what answers will be given. 
 
 
E. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. To apply some improvements for the guesthouse (see page 1) to cater for larger delegations. 
2. To reapply action to remove pieces of asbestos. 
3. To provide bunk beds for the girls’ dorms (to be made in Zimbabwe). 
4. To consider facilitation of the school management team in the making of a school development 

plan, provided that this is a priority and that Dutch assistance is accepted. 
5. To plan next steps in construction works. 
6. To consider workshops, training courses, intervision, teambuilding for various categories of 

teachers in accordance with the school development plan, provided that a Dutch role is required. 
7. To consider facilitation of the school management team in a post-graduate career survey, 

provided that this is a priority and that Dutch assistance is accepted. 
8. To carefully prepare the next visit of the chairperson and secretary of the Lusulu Foundation 

(Feb/March 2013). 
9. To identify new avenues for fundraising for a teachers’ cottage for LPS. 
10. To evaluate the contribution of Mr Gumbo to the LHS. 
 
 
Peter Rozemond,  
Addis Ababa, 27 July 2012 


